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FIG. 2. Normalized anti-Stokes probe Haman signals
delay time bebveen the pump and probe laser pulses de-
picting the growth and decay of the 2928-cm ~ vibra-
tions (closed circles) and 1464-cm ' vibrations (crosses)
in ethanol. The exponential decay time of the tail is- 28+ 14 psec for both vibrational frequencies.

with an accuracy of -100 cm '. The signals at
4592, 4923, 5305, and 15400 A are then moni-
tored simultaneously with a dual-beam Tektronix
556 oscilloscope mith appropriate delay cables.
By varying the optical delay of the probe pulse at
0.53 pm relative to the 1.06-pm beam and taking
photographs of the four signals at the different de-
lays, the rise and fall of the subsidiary daughter
vibrations arising from the 2928-cm vibrations
is demonstrated. There were no detectable sig-
nals on the anti-Stokes side at any other mave-

length from 4000 to 5000 A above the background
level. The signal-to-noise ratio was approximate-

ly 4 to 1. No anti-Stokes scattering signals mere

observed when either the probe or pump beams
mere blocked. Stimulated Rama, n light was not

observed at -1.25 p.m.
The normalized spontaneous pxobe Raman light

intensity detected at the anti-Stokes wavelengths
of 4592 (2928-cm shift) and 4923 A (1464-cm ~

shift) are plotted as functions of delay time in

Fig. 2. The rise and decay of the 2928-cm ~

shifted probe anti-Stokes intensity represents the
rise and decay of the molecular vibration created
directly by stimulated Raman scattering, while
the rise and decay of the spontaneous probe anti-
Stokes Raman scattering at 1464 cm ' is directly
related to daughter vibrations originatiQg fr om
the cx cation of new vibrations from the 2928-cm '
vibrations. The curves axe similar to each other
except that the 1464-cm ~ curve rises later than
the 2928-cm ~ curve by -10 psec. The norma-
lized intensities of the two curves are comparable
within expeximental error. The curves are cor-
rected for the photomultiplier tube sensitivities,
filtex' transmission spectrometer effects, etc.

The detection of light at 4923 A established that
there is a decay route to vibrations of about half
the frequency. The high intensity of the 4923-A
light strongly suggests that this may be the major
decay route of the 2928-cm methyl vibrations. v

The vibrational frequencies of an ethanol mole-
cule are listed in Table I.' The decay (depopula-
tion time') of 2928-cm ' vibrations appears to be
longer than that measured by Laubereau, von der
Linde, and Kaiser', however, their result is
within our experimental error. The decay curve
of the 1464-cm ' vibrations would appeax to in-
dicate a lifetime for the 1464-cm vibrations of
approximately the same ox less than the 2928-
cm vibrational lifetime. It is, however, diffi-
cult to be definitive on the lifetime of the 1464-
cm vibration because of the possibility of ob-
serving the difference frequency between the
2928-cm ~ and 1464-cm ~ vibrational levels as
well as the direct scatter ing off the 1464-clTl
vibration. The intensity of such a difference-fre-
quency process would follow the decay of the
2928-cm ' vibration to the 1464-cm ' level rath-
er than the decay of the 1464-cm ' level to lower
states. The peak anti-Stokes probe Raman
intensity at 1464 cm relative to the intensity at
2928 cm is estimated using the appropriate rate
equations for the vibrational levels and is com-
pared with the measured peak ratio intensity
(-O.V) and delay time (-10 psec). 9 It would ap-
pear from this calculatione that both the differ-
ence frequency and direct processes mentioned
above may be operative, and also that the decay
might be both intermolecular and intramolecular.
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TABLE I. Vibrational frequencies of ethanol in the notation of Bolla, where
the numbers in parentheses beside each frequency are the relative Raman in-
tensities as measured by Bolla with a Hg-arc source, and where the numbers in
square brackets are the relative intensities measured with an argon laser with a
resolution of 10 cm ~.
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The application of this powerful technique for
determining decay routes should result in a great-
er understanding of the nature of rapid structural
transformations within media, and should provide
insight into the mechanisms behind molecular
energy transformation in liquids and solids. In
particular the technique should yield detailed in-
formation on the vibrational energy transfer rates
within and between molecules in pure and mixed
liquids.

We thank Dr. S. Kurtz for the loan of a gold
germanium detector.
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Effect, Erganzungsband, 1931—1937 (Springer, Berlin,
1938). From Table I one readily finds that the combi-
nations of vibrational levels which add to the methyl
(p f j) 2928-cm frequency within a bandwidth of - 100
cm ~ (besides the previously mentioned processes 2v8
=2910 cm", 2p, *=2968 cm ', and p, *+p8=2939 cm ')
are the three-quantum processes p8+v5+v2=2938 cm ',
and p&+2p3 ——2902 cm ', where p8 is the CH3 internal
vibration, v~*, v5, and v3 are the hydrogen angle varia-
tion modes, p2 is C-C-0 skeleton vibration, and v& is
a CH2 internal vibrational mode. Therefore, besides
the v~ and v&* levels, the 2928-cm ' mode might also
decay to the vibrational levels p2, I 3, v5, and pv. How-
ever, the latter four levels are reached via three-quan-
tum processes which are usually less probable than
two-quantum processes of the type 2va, 2v&*, and I &+

+ p8, and are therefore more difficult to detect.
Recently, the dephasing time and depopulation times

have been measured using picosecond probe Raman
techniques (Ref. 3). When the probe beam is applied at
an angle of incidence such that the probe beam, probe
Raman intensity, and vibration (created via SRS from
the exciting laser) are phase matched together, the
measured lifetime is the dephasing time since the
probe Raman scattering intensity is sensitive to both

the phase and population changes of the molecular vi-
brations. However, when the probe Raman scattering
is detected in a direction in which the phase matching
to the created molecular vibration is unimportant, the
measured decay time is the depopulation time since the
probe Raman intensity is only sensitive to population
changes of the molecular vibrations. It has been found

(Ref. 3) that g (depopulation) & y(dephasing) .

9The lifetimes of the 2928- and 1454-cm ' vibrations
are «-28 psec and «, respectively. To estimate
whether the difference-frequency term is operative,
the anti-Stokes Raman signal at 1454 cm is defined
to be proportional to P&n&(t) +p2n2(t), and the anti-
Stokes Raman signal at 2928 cm is defined to be pro-
portional toPDn2(t), wheren2(t ) andn~(t) are the popu-
lations of the 2928- and 1454-cm ~ levels, respectively,
and the P coefficients denote the spontaneous Raman
scattering efficiencies. The term P ~n ~(t) is the contri-
bution due to direct scatterirlg from the 1454-cm ~ vi-
brational level, the term P2n 2(t ) arises as a result of
scattering involving the difference frequency between
the 2928- and 1454-cm ~ levels, and the term Pp+2(t)
represents the direct scattering off the 2928-cm ' vi-
brational level. From spontaneous Raman scattering
data (Ref. 7), the value of Po is approximately 2P&. The
value of P& in terms of the other P coefficients is not
known but can be estimated from the knowledge that the
Raman intensity for the combination or difference-fre-
quency process is -0.01 to 1 times the one vibrational
quantum process (Ref. 7), and hence P2~ p~. Taking P &

=P2 and 7g To/2 ~
one calculates a delay time of - 8

psec between the peaks of the 2928- and 1454-cm ~

anti-Stokes shifted signals and a peak anti-Stokes Ra-
man intensity ratiof(1454)/l(2928) of -2, takingP& ——P2
and y, - Yp, one finds a time of 14 psec between the
peak signals and an anti-Stokes Raman intensity ratio
of - 0.7. If P, is chosen to be substantially greater
than P2, the calculated Raman intensity ratio does not
agree with the experimentally observed value —therefore
the suspicion that the difference-frequency process
may be playing a role.
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An enhanced Bohm-like diffusion across a magnetic field observed in a germanium
plasma near thermal equilibrium can be interpreted in terms of vortex diffusion due to
plasma convections which are thermally excited. Both theoretical analysis and numeri-
cal simulation show good agreement with the experimental observations.

In this note we show by numerical simulation
that an enhanced Bohm-like diffusion observed in
a germanium plasma by Gurnee, Hooke, Gold-
smith, and Brennan' can be interpreted in terms
of vortex diffusion due to plasma convective
cells. ' ' These authors found that, for co„v„&3.5
(where v„ is the electron gyrofrequency, and r„
is the electron scattering time with the lattice),
the diffusion across a magnetic field is more rap-
id than predicted by collision theory which takes

into account the scattering of particles with the
lattice. ' The observed enhanced diffusion follows
more or less a Bohm-like law, D~ ~1/B They.
confirmed that the enhanced diffusion is repro-
ducible, and they could not detect any enhanced
fluctuations though enhanced fluctuations of a few
times the thermal level would not be detectable.

We show by numerical simulation in three di-
mensions that a similar enhanced plasma diffu-
sion can be reproduced for the same parameters
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